
Stacey Stender is leading our ministry at our teen center in Brunswick. Before the pandemic, 
we were open after school several days a week and seeing 15+ teens each day. Currently, we 
have been meeting with teens again in smaller groups and here is some of what Stacey is see-
ing happening. 
 
Over the summer, we started a Thursday night group atour Brunswick ministry site, That Place 
for Teens. It is open to middle and high schoolers and we've done different things each week 
from hikes, to sidewalk art or just hanging out and playing games. With many of the teens not 
coming from a home of faith, we recently started a 6-week study based on the Case for Christ, 
by Lee Strobel. We're taking the last 30 -45 minutes of our time each week to investigate the 
Bible and Jesus with Lee, sifting through historical evidence and listening to expert testimony to 
find out for ourselves if this is fact or fiction. 
 
After we investigate the evidence each week, I have been checking in with the teens to see 
where the evidence is leading them in their personal investigation.  In an environment where 
many of the teens often times just like to be difficult, I was truly encouraged as we went around 
the room after week 2 to hear that all the teens were so far feeling that all evidence was point-
ing to Jesus being real and the Bible as being historical fact and a 
reliable resource for spiritual guidance.  Most of the teens had 
never given much thought to it before or even read much of the 
Bible on their own.  I am encouraged to think about their interest 
in reading the Bible and its application to their lives especially, as 
we continue the study and Jesus becomes more real and relevant 
to each of them. 
 
Please pray for the teens of Brunswick and our new teen center 
site. It is right across the street from the new middle school which will merge 3 buildings into 1. 
We are looking to find some more monthly financial partners to help underwrite this vital min-
istry center.  

It is not a secret that everything around is different now than it was 6 months ago. The world 
and the way we live in it is different and we all must make adjustments. These confusing times 
have also created a deep need in teenagers to talk with caring adults and get some of their 
innermost questions answered. YFC provides those caring adults, and we are finding out that 
smaller numbers of teens in a room help make our mission more reachable.  
 
In the past, in a local community, our staff would be out meeting lots of young people at 
events during the week and then leading one large group meeting where all the students 
would come together. Food, games, and exciting interactive activities would precede a group 
discussion about the realities of God and His love.  Not every young person would be willing to 
share or ask questions in the big setting, but these meetings still seemed to create life change. 
The pandemic has changed the ways we meet with teens now, and we are seeing a good side 
of this pandemic surface. Meetings now consist of 2 adults and up to 8 students meeting for a 
couple of hours for an activity like crafts, life skills, or a study. These smaller settings give each 
teen the opportunity to question, clarify, and participate in ways that didn’t always happen in 
big groups.  We had small groups and other activities in place in the past, but not every teen 
felt comfortable. Now, in a group of peers where they are all on equal footing, in very strange 
times we are seeing God do amazing things in the minds, hearts, and souls of kids.  
The fruit of this pandemic for us has been: 
 
 More adults engaged at deeper levels with kids  
 More nights of ministry and more opportunities for teens to be heard  
 A clearer and deeper understanding of who God is and how much He loves them.  
 
This pandemic has made life more difficult for many of us, but we are seeing God do even 
more amazing things in the lives of teenagers because of this disease. Thank you for your sup-
port financially and prayerfully as we wade into the lives of teens and look to bring them the 
Hope of Jesus.   
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Yep, it’s the thing we are all tired of talking about, but the thing we can’t stop talking about. 
Regardless of anyone’s personal views on the pandemic or how it has been handled, one thing 
we can all agree on is that we are living in a changed world. Regulations are everywhere, people 
are scared (either of the sickness or the government).  In attempts to be both safe and compli-
ant ,we at YFC have needed to adjust the way we do ministry. There is a lot less group gathering 
and more small group meetings for less planned out more sporadic things. But how does this 
impact ministry? In some ways, I’ve found changes for good, or at least it’s positive to change 
things up. In the past most ministries, like other organizations measure success on numbers of 
consumers, but how can you do this when you are limiting group sizes? Bigger groups lend out 
to more structured meetings and events, where teaching biblical and life lessons is a good for-
mat, but this is not so for smaller groups. While we could look at this and say, “What a shame!”  
I have begun to see what an opportunity we have. What I have noticed is we have a great op-
portunity to make ministry more relational. While this has always been something we strive for, 
now being able to have meaningful individual relationships is at the forefront. There are no kids 
hiding in the back of the room, it’s time to dive in and get personal. While lessons are good and 
appropriate, we can’t lean on them for teaching about Jesus anymore…now we HAVE to share 
the Gospel through relationships. 

As many of you know, in addition to my role at The Garage/ Youth for Christ, I have made 
many homeless friends in Akron, and I spend time each week embracing that particular popu-
lation.  Over the past several months, there has been some interesting overlap with those two 
roles.  This article is going to serve a dual purpose: an informational update on the young man 
and the young gal I’ve been helping and some prayer requests all rolled into one package. 

Many of you get our weekly prayer requests.  So, parts of this will sound familiar and you prob-
ably will have already been praying for these two.  If you aren't on our email list for the weekly 
prayer updates and want to be, please contact Barb (info@northernohioyfc.com) and she will 
gladly add you! 

Several months ago, I started hearing on social media and the news about an 18-year-old girl 
who was living in a tent in one of the Akron camps in the woods.  She had left her foster place-
ment and aged out of the system while living in a tent.  She was a senior in high school and 
now pregnant.  I frequent the particular camp she was in with supply runs and, oddly, had nev-
er met her.  I set out that day to find her and introduce myself and see if she’d let me help her.  
From having adopted our middle son from the foster care system, I fully know the trust issues 
that often come along with the territory, so I made a game plan in my head to tread slowly.  I 
found her soon after I got to the camp that day and discovered a very sweet, bright, guarded 
and broken young lady who had been through some significant trauma while living on the 
streets since last fall.  I asked her if I could take her to a hotel to stay while I helped her find 
safe housing.  She said no.  Against my boundary I set long ago, I asked her if she would come 
home with me.  Again, no.  She was not leaving her dog or her boyfriend or her tent and told 
me she was very hesitant to trust me because of past issues.  So, I asked her for a supply list, 
cried all the way home and returned the next day with the supplies.  I did this for many days in 
a row, until she trusted me to move her, her dog, her boyfriend and their belongings into a 
safe place and then into a hotel and now they are in an apartment.  Nothing was easy about 
each transition and move.  Nothing!  Somehow, she did mange to graduate in the midst of 
those transitions!  There are many layers to her story.  She just had her baby this week, and 
the future is very uncertain regarding each layer, even parenting.  Please pray for her, for her 
hurting heart, for her tendency to fill the gaping holes with junk, for her brokenness, for her 
baby girl, for her to hear Truth and to open her heart to Jesus and the hope that only He can 
bring her. 

Then there’s the young man that you heard about in last month’s newsletter article by Matt.  I 
was getting ready to leave the Garage one night and as often happens, someone showed up as 
I was getting into my car.  It was a former student who had moved to Florida a couple of years 
ago, and I quickly learned that he had ended up in foster care, then a group home and then 
aged out and came back to Wadsworth by himself on a bus to the only safe spot he could think 

of.  And so there he was standing at the Garage.  I asked where he was staying.  He was hesi-
tant to give a straight answer, but I finally got him to share that he was living in a tent in the 
woods in a park in Wadsworth. I gathered up some supplies, took him to the tent to get his 
stuff and took him to a hotel.  He kept saying he couldn’t accept that help, and I kept ignor-
ing that. Thankfully from my work with the homeless, I know how to navigate the system, am 
familiar with the available resources in each county and always have the needed supplies on 
hand.  We are working with an organization that is now paying for his hotel and will help him 
buy a car.  I’ve been helping him learn how to make phone calls, sign up for resources, inter-
view for a job and accept help when it’s needed.  He now has a job, and hopefully, I’ll be 
helping him move into an apartment soon.  He has thanked me more than once for being a 
mom when he needed one most.  I’m thankful that God lets me be in these stories and play 
an active part in these young people’s lives so that I can share His love and His hope with 
them. 

Please pray for this young man as he navigates adulthood as a teen.  Pray for strength and 
his heart as he deals with loss and anger and fear, and pray for the wisdom and clarity he will 
need to keep climbing up.  And, finally, please pray for all of the teens who age out of foster 
care each year.  It’s a heavy burden for a teen to carry alone. 


